Use of complementary and alternative medicine among adults with chronic diseases: United States 2002.
Use of Complementary and Alternative Medicine (CAM) has increased in recent years. The aim of this study was to determine the use of CAM among people with diagnosed chronic diseases. Cross-sectional analysis was used. The 2002 National Health Interview Survey was the setting. Participants were representative of the noninstitutionalized U.S. population 18 years and older. Respondents answered questions about use of CAM and physician-diagnosed arthritis, cancer, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and lung disease. Adults with diagnosed chronic diseases are more likely to use CAM compared to adults with none of the reported chronic diseases. Adults with arthritis alone were most likely to report ever use of CAM (59.6%) followed by adults with cancer or lung disease alone or two or more chronic diseases (55%), adults with cardiovascular disease (46.4%), and adults with no chronic diseases (43.6%) and diabetes alone (41.4%). Adults with chronic diseases were also more likely to report use of CAM in the past 12 months (32% to 43.3%), followed by adults with none of these chronic diseases (32%), and adults with diabetes alone (26.2%). Less than 30% of CAM users in the past 12 months reported talking to their healthcare professional about CAM use. Information about CAM use is based on self-report. Use of CAM, particularly biologically based CAM therapies, is common and is more likely to be used by those with chronic diseases.